
Tell the Moon How Beautiful It Is

When the Apollo 11 astronauts landed on the moon, they carried with them--and left behind--an 
anthology of messages from world leaders, engraved on a tiny silicon disk. NASA had put this together 
through diplomatic channels, somewhat hastily: France, for instance, is absent. Still, 73 countries did 
contribute to this ultimate exercise in celestial diplomacy. All the texts we sprinkle into outer space are 
revealing, since humanity is the only possible audience for those texts, and yet they are played out for 
some other audience, like a dress rehearsal in an empty theatre. The Pioneer probe plaque provided us 
with beautiful arguments about pulsars, pubic hair, and whether or not aliens (read: humans) would or 
should be shocked by the sight  of a  woman's  vulvar  cleft.  William Safire  provides a  wonderfully 
pragmatic discussion of the plaque mounted on the Apollo 11 lander itself, and Nixon's desire for the 
moon landing discourse to soothe the Romanians and highlight Chappaquiddick.

The “Goodwill Message”, however, takes the prize for being the most lengthy and most diverse 
of our messages to the aliens. It is quite revealing in terms of national character, human hubris, Cold 
War anxieties, and the general strangeness of space travel. Most of the messages center on the two 
themes of NASA's "we came in peace for all mankind." Queen Elizabeth nailed these points with  
typical British concision: 

On behalf of the British people I salute the skill and courage which have brought man to the  
moon. May this endeavour increase the knowledge and well-being of mankind.

President Díaz Ordaz takes the opposite  approach, in keeping with the traditional deficit  of 
periods and short words in Mexican official writing:

It is an honor for Mexico, with this most modest symbolic testimony, to form part of the event  
which for the first  time takes man to a soil away from his home planet.  And, in doing so, Mexico  
extends most enthusiastic congratulations to the dedicated, gallant astronauts and to the scientists and  
technicians, as well as, in a broader sense, to the American people and their Government for this  
undertaking that, hitherto, only had precedents in the realm of imagination.

Mexico's very own emblem-its traditional seal-with the eagle and the serpent, already embodies  
the double sign inspiring man since his remote origins and which in a particular manner may be  
equated to coming humanity: the serpent is a sign of Earth and of all that holds us here; the eagle  
represents  flight,  undaunted and far-seeing,  a  fearless pilgrimage which makes  it  possible  for  the  
legacy of the centuries to reach ever increasing circling horizons. Far from being contradictory to each  
other, both images are complementary and placed together reflect our temporal, earthly, nature and the  
visions which nurture all progress.

In 1492, the discovery of the American Continent, transformed geography and the course of  
human events.  Today, conquest of  ultra terrestrial space-with its attendant unknowns-recreates our  
perspectives and enhances our paradigms.

Mexico,  while  expressing  its  hope that  this  human accomplishment  will  result  in  good for  
mankind and that all the peoples on Earth will participate in its fulfillment with clear conscience of  
their common destiny, for the development of this new stage, offers not a power nor richness it does not  
possess by the moral heritage decanted from its own history: an unquenchable thirst for material and  
spiritual improvement and an unyielding faith in the supremacy of reason and justice as a way and an  
inspiration for human conduct which now has attained a new far reaching responsibility.

Here we begin to see a subtheme evolve. Almost all of these messages are encomiums to the US 
space program, and even the specific astronauts involved. Most of them also earmark that praise as a 
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tribute to man's [sic] courage and ingenuity; many of the messages insist that it  was the whole of 
humanity accomplishing the Moon landing, not just the Americans. Quite a few national leaders went 
on to make a claim for their own country's specific contributions (even if only in a symbolic sense) to  
the project. President Tomás pointed out that the Portuguese used to be big explorers themselves, back 
in the day. President Saragat makes a similar point about Galileo, for Italy—and while it is undoubtedly 
true that NASA owes a debt of gratitude to Galileo, it is less clear that Galileo owed much gratitude to 
the forerunners of the Italian government. Zoitakas, reaching even a little further, celebrates that the 
Apollo program was named for a Greek god. And at the very edge of desperation, President Lleras 
Restrepo noted that Apollo 11 was landing on the moon on Colombia's independence day.

The theme of peace was also extended in a few places into a more palpable anxiety about the 
use of space technology in the cold war. Brazil and Ethiopia both voiced the obvious concern that the 
technical capacity for rocketry might be used for warfare. This was a moot point, of course, since the  
technology in question was based on the German's V-2 rocket program. Indeed, Werner von Braun, a 
Nazi asset carefully re-baptized by the CIA, appears as one of the signatories on the Goodwill message.  
Perhaps in response to this transparent militarism, Consul General Jaakson contributed:

The people of Estonia join those who hope and work for freedom and a better world.

...which notably does not mention NASA, the USA, or even the moon. President Senghor of Senegal, 
as usual, was more direct and somewhat more poetic:

This is a message from black militants. It is a message of human solidarity, a message of peace.  
In this first visit to the Moon, rather than a victory of technology we salute a victory of human will:  
research and progress, but also brotherhood.

And then we have a range of other responses that are each revealing in their own way. Canada's 
message was bilingual, because it is unclear, after all, whether aliens speak English or French. The 
pope went with the 8th Psalm; Zalman Shazar went with the 72nd. Prime Minister Burnham of Guyana 
tipped the scales at over 400 words, including a sort of desk-Encyclopedia entry about the country of 
Guyana, so often forgotten in geography quizzes. Ambassador Michalowski  basically phoned it in:

Although we are not suggesting any message from the Polish Head of State, please be assured  
that the achievements of the U.S. astronauts are followed by us with great interest, appreciation and  
best wishes for the success in their endeavor.

There  are  two entries  from West  Africa  that  I  adore.  President  “Papa”  Houphouët-Boigny, 
already 64 and destined  to  play a  key  role  in  regional  politics  for  another  quarter  century,  wrote 
something like a poem; it is by far the most inspiring thing to me out of the whole document:

At the moment when man's oldest dream is becoming a reality, I am very thankful for NASA's  
kind attention in offering me the services of the first human messenger to set foot on the Moon and  
carry the words of the Ivory Coast. I would hope that when this passenger from the sky leaves man's  
imprint  on  lunar  soil,  he  will  feel  how  proud  we  are  to  belong  to  the  generation  which  has  
accomplished this feat.

I hope also that he would tell the Moon how beautiful it is when it illuminates the nights of the  
Ivory  Coast.  I  especially  wish  that  he  would  turn  towards  our  planet  Earth  and  cry  out  how  
insignificant the problems which torture men are, when viewed from up there.

May his word, descending from the sky, find in the Cosmos the force and light which will permit  
him to convince humanity of the beauty of progress in brotherhood and peace.



And lastly, President Tubman (then 74) wrote a piece that perhaps contains some subtext (given 
the history of Liberia), but it ends with the only appeal that I am aware of from a world leader to extra-
terrestrials:

...I ask [the astronauts] to bear this message to the inhabitants of the Moon if they find any  
there. If they do not, it is my desire that this message be one of greetings from the people of Liberia and  
myself to the Moon, Nebulous satellite of the Earth.

Of all the revealing statements on this two-inch-wide piece of silicon, perhaps this takes the 
prize. Humans beings are such things that the grandson of black slaves in Georgia could become a head 
of state, and write a letter to the inhabitants of the moon, which would then delivered by a boy scout  
from Ohio. And human beings are such things that we would do that even though we are the only ones 
who will ever read the letter.


